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Abstract: Voltage rise issues have become a major limiting factor to greater penetration of wind generators in weak distribution networks. A
complete decentralised approach to voltage control (VC) that fully utilises the reactive power capabilities of distribution wind generators is an
emerging technology and one that has not yet been investigated extensively. This study explores the potentials of modern wind turbine technology
integration to address the problem. It assesses such potentials on a realistic 289-node UK generic 11 kV distribution network using time-series
optimal power ﬂow simulations under constraint conditions. This study examines the power factor control and VC modes of operation of typical
generators and proposes practical techniques that enhance greater connection capacities. The study successfully reveals that, operating the wind
generators within a ﬂexible reactive power capability limits effectively mitigates the voltage rise problem and maximises generation levels.

1

Introduction

The recent deployment of distributed energy resources particularly,
renewable generation technologies are offering an extensive contribution to energy diversiﬁcation and carbon footprint reduction. On
the contrary, the transitioning to a low-carbon society presents a
host of challenges to distribution network operators (DNOs). These
include the effective management of existing network assets to accommodate the high penetration of distributed generation (DG) connections [1]. Intermittent renewable generation technologies such as
wind power, are often connected to remote and weak parts of
medium- voltage and low-voltage distribution networks (due to the
high availability of wind resources), where they are particularly vulnerable to causing high variation in network conditions. These prevalent issues in network conditions present signiﬁcant challenges to
operators and as such, can limit connection capacities for new generators wishing to connect. One of the most important challenges
is voltage rise issues caused by active power injections from the
DGs [2, 3]. DNOs have passively resolved the voltage rise issue
by reinforcing their network asset or limiting DG capacities based
on the extreme condition of minimum load/maximum generation
scenarios. The amount of generation that can be connected is
usually established using deterministic load ﬂow studies based on
worst-case scenarios to control the DGs [4]. Conventional corrective
methods have relied on centralised control systems such as on-load
tap changing transformers (OLTC) at distribution primary substations
and local control devices including capacitors, static-var compensators, and static compensators to regulate and maintain the network
voltages within desired limits. Centralised voltage control (VC)
schemes require a signiﬁcant investment in network visibility and
monitoring systems including sensors, communication, and control
systems. Furthermore, such devices can sometimes be difﬁcult to implement particularly in larger network applications where proper coordination can be a major issue.
Currently, due to the limited ﬂexibility in VC methods DNOs
tend to manage their networks by offering interruptible connections
through ‘non-ﬁrm’ contracts and stricter operational control regimes
that limit DG power ﬂows through curtailment. This method of

operation addresses the voltage rise problem in the short-term,
however, in the long-term can result in reduced energy yields affecting the economic viability of greater wind investments. These
issues have led to recent Ofgem sponsored innovation projects in
the UK, which supports DNOs to explore novel techniques that
enhance network hosting capacities to accelerate the deployment
of low-carbon technologies in a timely and cost-effective manner
[5]. One of such novel techniques is the advent of active network
management (ANM). ANM offers a smarter alternative solution
to grid connections to otherwise costly and time consuming
network upgrades and reinforcements [4–6].
Recent ANM schemes and trial projects in the UK have deployed
a range of novel techniques that address thermal constraint on distribution networks [5]. However, voltage constraint is a rather
complex challenge and one that has received very little attention
in current ANM schemes. Furthermore, a decentralised VC strategy
that utilises the reactive power capabilities of multiple wind farm
connections is an emerging technology and one that has not yet
been fully investigated. This paper explores the potentials of
modern wind turbine technology applications as corrective
devices to the voltage rise problems in weak distribution networks.
It evaluates the effectiveness by assessing DG connection capacities
whilst providing ancillary reactive support to the network. It applies
the proposed strategy on a realistic 289-node UK generic 11 kV distribution network using time-series AC optimal power ﬂow (OPF)
simulations to quantify the beneﬁts of the DGs. The study investigates the power factor control (PFC) and VC modes of operation of
multiple DG connections taking into accounts the inherent stochastic nature of their power outputs. It proposes practical control solutions that mitigate the voltage rise issue effectively. The results
successfully reveal that operating the wind generators within a ﬂexible reactive power capability boundary enhances and maximises
generation outputs.
2

Problem formulation

Previous work reported by the authors in [7] involved a decentralised VC technique that modelled a single DG unit connection to
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mitigate the voltage rise problem. The study modelled the constant
PFC and reactive power control modes of operation. Similar PFC
and VC methods have been studied in [8], where the authors
employ a deterministic system that uses intelligent switching
between the two modes. The author’s target was to develop novel
VC methods that could keep the DGs online during light or
heavy demand conditions by combining the advantages of both
voltage and PFCs. The method was termed automatic voltage/
PFC (AV/PFC). The steady-state response of the model was the
generator’s ability to relax their power factors (PFs) when the bus
voltages approached the statutory limits.
In the PFC mode of operation, the objective is to maintain and
keep the P/Q relationship constant, with the reactive power output
following variation of real power outputs [9]. In VC mode, reactive
power is injected or absorbed to compensate for voltage variation at
the point of DG connection. This mode of operation can potentially
help maintain the voltages within desired limits. In [9] the authors
compare both intelligent distributed and centralised VC techniques
using OPF tools at a rural network set-up. A simple distributed reactive control approach for voltage rise mitigation in distribution
networks have been proposed by Carvalho et al. [10]. The
authors implemented a reactive control approach to mitigate the
voltage rise caused by active power injections.
While both VC and PFC techniques are well established, their
combination has never been co-ordinated actively to address the
voltage rise problem in the weak distribution network. In this
paper, the proposed VC strategy is formulated as an optimisation
problem that makes use of mathematical ACOPF analysis tools
using time-series simulations. It utilises the standard ACOPF [11–
12] formulation at each time-step and models multiple DG connection arrangements operating at either constant PF (CPF) or variable
PF (VPF) control mode. The proposed scheme combines the advantages of both PFC–VC modes to address the voltage rise problem.
The optimisation aims to achieve the following system objectives:

terms of each generator unit i real power fpi and reactive power
fQi injections and can be expressed as
min

optimise f ( x)

xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax

(2)

h( x) ≤ 0

(3)

where f represents the objective function and x represents the optimisation vector consisting of vectors of voltage angles θi and magnitudes Vi and vectors of generator real power PGi and reactive
power QGi injections as shown in the following equation:
⎡

The equality constraint in (2) refers to the full set of non-linear real
and reactive power balance equations and is formulated as

Vi

Nb


Yij Vj cos uij + dj − di − PGi + PDi = 0

(7)

Yij Vj sin uij + dj − di − QGi + QDi = 0

(8)

i=1

Vi

Nb

i=1

The inequality constraints deﬁned in (3) represent the physical realities of the power system in equation and consists of bus voltage
angles and magnitude limits, generator real and reactive power
limits and branch ﬂow thermal limits and is presented in,
respectively,
† Voltage limits

umin
≤ ui ≤ umax
i
i

(9)

Vimin ≤ Vi ≤ Vimax

(10)

min
max
≤ PGi ≤ PGi
PGi

(11)

max
Qmin
Gi ≤ QGi ≤ QGi

(12)

Sij ≤ Sijmax

(13)

† Generation limits

To formulate the CPF and VPF control modes, certain modiﬁcations are made to the ACOPF algorithm by introducing additional
constraints to the generators in Matpower simulation platform
[13]. The standard formulation is modiﬁed through additional
cost function f, and constraint variable z. This can be written in
the following form:
f ( x) + fu (x, z)

(14)

(4)
subject to the equality and inequality constraints described earlier in
(2), (3) and (6), as well as the inequality constraints described as

The objective to maximise wind power generation output at
minimum cost consist a summation of individual quadratic cost
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(6)

† Thermal limits

g ( x) = 0

⎤
ui
⎢ Vi ⎥
⎥
x=⎢
⎣ PGi ⎦
QGi

(5)

In this study, the OPF model assigns high cost values to the swing
bus to discourage grid power imports from the transmission
network at the GSP and low cost values to all DGs to encourage
active and reactive demands on the network be met by the DGs.
Variables within the optimisation vector are constrained within a
certain minimum and maximum bound and is described as

(1)

subject to the following equality and inequality constraints:

fPi PGi + fQi QGi

i=1

† maximise wind generation outputs at minimum cost,
† minimise the impact of DGs on voltage proﬁles,
† minimise grid supply import of power.
The standard ACOPF formulation takes the following non-linear
relationship:

Ng


l≤A

 
x
≤u
z

(15)
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zmin ≤ z ≤ zmax

(16)

where A refers to the user-deﬁned sparse matrix, x is the optimisation vector described in (4), l and u represent the lower and upper
bounds of the additional constraint, respectively, in this case the,
generator reactive limits. In the case of CPF formulation, the generator units are constrained to a speciﬁc PF (PFi) plane, such that the
P–Q capability curve is restricted and can only operate at either
strictly inductive (VAr export) or capacitive (VAr import) mode.
This condition is formulated into the ACOPF algorithm and takes
the general linear constraint equation described as
QPratio × PGi − QGi = 0

(17)

where QPratio refers to the P/Q relationship of the generator units
and is deﬁned as

QPratio


1
=
−1
PF2i

(18)

given that
PFi = cos fi =

PGi
Si

(19)

To estimate the generator’s reactive power limits at each time step,
we can derive the following relationships:

Qmax
Gi (inductive) =

PGi

Qmax
Gi capacitive = −


1 − PF2i
PFi

PGi


1 − PF2i
PFi

(20)

(21)

In the case of VPF control strategy, the PF limits are relaxed and
allowed to vary within a certain upper maximum and lower
minimum bound to control the voltage and is described as
≤ PFi ≤ PFmax
PFmin
i
i

Case-study network

The operation of the proposed control strategy is applied to a realistic UK Generic Distribution System (UKGDS) to assess its effectiveness. Fig. 1 shows a single-line representation of a 289-node
radial distribution network developed in IPSA with full network
data given in [14]. The examined network comprises a mix of
urban and rural sections consisting of underground cables followed
by overhead line constructions with varied X/R ratios and medium
conductor lengths. The primary substation supplies three 11 kV
feeders and is linked to a 33 kV distribution system represented
as a source of real and reactive power. The primary substation is
equipped with two identical 33/11 kV OLTC transformers each
rated at 22 MVA, connected in parallel to regulate the network
voltage to a pre-deﬁned target. The operation condition in this
paper sets and ﬁxes the slack bus voltage at 10.89 kV (0.99 p.u.)
throughout the optimisation. The secondary bus voltages are constrained at current DNO operational limits and allowed to vary
within a permissible range of ± 3% of the nominal. The medium
circuit conductor lengths with varied MVA ratings are considered
as an additional thermal constraint on the network. However,
thermal limits on the network are deliberately relaxed to enable
the voltage limits to operate as binding constraints to control the
generators.
Half hourly time-series load proﬁles are connected on all secondary buses and consists a mixture of residential, industrial and commercial loads. These are aggregated values scaled from a single load
proﬁle (peak loads) provided in [14] with minimum demands set at
25% of the peak load. Fig. 2 presents a one-month long snapshot of
half-hourly demand data. The use of historic wind resource timeseries, such as normalised output of a nearby wind farm is used
to estimate potential generation. Fig. 3 shows a one-month
sample of normalised wind generation proﬁles. A suit of eight
‘non-ﬁrm’ distributed wind generator schemes of varied capacities
are connected to the network at nodes 1244, 1144, 1105, 1191,
1120, 1310, 1358, 1387 and assumed to operate an ANM
scheme. The principle of access rule for sharing curtailment and
limited network capacity is via a technical best arrangement.
Here, all generators have equal priority and access to the
network. In this rule, the OPF engine optimally shares capacity
by assigning greater curtailment in order of the generator with the

(22)

The additional non-linear inequality constraints are modelled into
the ACOPF algorithm to deﬁne the lagging and leading PF boundaries of the generators and are formulated as, respectively,
0 , QPratio × PGi − QGi , 1

(23)

0 , − QPratio × PGi + QGi , 1

(24)

The generator reactive power limits are relaxed and freed to switch
between inductive and capacitive modes within the speciﬁed P–Q
capability limits shown as
max
− Qmin
Gi(capacitive) ≤ QGi(optimum) ≤ +QGi(inductive)

(25)

where the optimum reactive power dispatched QGi (optimum) at any
given time step and voltage conditions may be either positive
values between zero to the maximum inductive limits
+Qmax
Gi(inductive) or negative values from zero to the minimum capacitive limits −Qmax
Gi(capacitive) All variables and constraints are formulated before calling the ACOPF command.

Fig. 1 11 kV radial distribution network (HV_UG_OHb) [14]
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through their power electronic interface with the network that
makes them available to the ACOPF to support reactive demands.
This is in the form of their ability to operate in either CPF
control or VPF control modes to regulate the voltage at their
point of connection (POC). Each scenario provides a quantitative
assessment of the beneﬁts including energy yields and curtailment
levels required to maintain the network limits.
4.1 Scenario 1: base-case (PF = unity)
In scenario 1, which represents the base-case condition, the DGs are
modelled to operate at unity PF. The simulation results at the end of
the OPF reveals a total generation capacity of 84.9% across the DG
schemes with 15.1% curtailment required to maintain the voltage
limits. This is summarised in Table 2.

Fig. 2 Active demand proﬁle (1 month)

4.2 Scenario 2: constant PF (PF = 0.95 Lagging)
In the case of CPF control mode, the generator’s PFs are constrained and can only operate at either strictly lagging or strictly
leading control modes. Scenario 2 studies multiple DG connections
at 0.95 lagging PF where the DGs are modelled to export VArs (inductive mode) to the network. Simulation results at the end of the
OPF is summarised in Table 3. The results show a total generation
capacity of 83.8% with curtailment at 16.2% to maintain voltage
limits.

Fig. 3 Normalised wind proﬁle (1 month)

most impact on voltage rise constraint. The model is deployed in
Matpower [13] where simulation studies are carried over one-month
period at half-hourly resolution consisting a total of 1440 time
steps.
4

Results

To assess the adequacy and beneﬁts of the proposed control strategy, ﬁve scenarios have been investigated and is summarised in
Table 1. A base-case scenario is initially presented with the DGs
modelled to operate at unity PF, representing current passive approach to VC in distribution networks. The rest of the scenarios
evaluates the effectiveness of reactive power and PFC capabilities
of the wind generators to mitigate the voltage rise problem. Here,
all the DGs are assumed to have connection contracts and arrangements that allow them to participate in VC support on the network.
They are also assumed to have modern technological capabilities
Table 1 Summary of control strategy
Scenario
1
2
3
4
5

Control strategy

PF

base-case
constant PF
constant PF
variable PF
variable PF

unity
0.95 lagging
0.95 leading
0.98 lead ≤ PF ≤ 0.95 lag
0.95 lead ≤ PF ≤ 0.95 lag

4.3 Scenario 3: constant PF (PF = 0.95 Leading)
In this scenario, the DGs are modelled to operate at 0.95 leading PF
where they import VArs (capacitive mode) from the network to
control their voltage. The OPF reveals a total generation capacity
of 86.1% across the DGs with curtailment levels at 13.9% and is
summarised in Table 4.
4.4 Scenario 4: variable PF (0.98Lead ≤ PF ≤ 0.95Lag)
In the case of VPF control mode, the ACOPF allows the DGs to actively adjust their PFs by allowing reactive power exchange
between the network and the DGs to import (lead) and export
(lag) reactive power based on the voltage requirement at their
POCs. Scenario 4 studies the behaviour of the DGs when modelled
to operate at PFs varying between 0.98 leading and 0.95 lagging.
Summary of the results obtained at the end of the OPF is summarised in Table 5. The study shows a total generation capacity
of 85.9% and curtailment of 14.1% required to maintain voltage
limits.
4.5 Scenario 5: variable PF (0.95Lead ≤ PF ≤ 0.95Lag)
This scenario studies VPF control mode with the DGs PFs modelled
to operate between 0.95 leading and 0.95 lagging. Corresponding
results at the end of the OPF are summarised in Table 6. The
results show a total generation capacity of 86.4% and curtailment
recorded at 13.6%.

Table 2 Summary of base-case scenario
Generator
Gen A
Gen B
Gen C
Gen D
Gen E
Gen F
Gen G
Gen H
total

Rated capacity, MW

Available energy, MWh

Generated energy, MWh

Curtailed energy, MWh

Total gen, %

Curtail, %

10.0
9.0
7.6
6.1
4.1
3.4
3.0
2.3
45.5

2824.3
2541.9
2146.5
1722.8
1158.0
960.3
847.3
649.6
12850.5

2812.9
2531.1
2136.5
1353.0
858.8
621.2
361.2
234.0
10908.6

11.4
10.8
10.0
369.8
299.2
339.0
486.1
415.6
1941.9

99.6
99.6
99.5
78.5
74.2
64.7
42.6
36.0
84.9

0.4
0.4
0.5
21.5
25.8
35.3
57.4
64.0
15.1
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Table 3 Summary of results (PF = 0.95 lagging)
Generator
Gen A
Gen B
Gen C
Gen D
Gen E
Gen F
Gen G
Gen H
total

Rated capacity, MW

Available energy, MWh

Generated energy, MWh

Curtailed energy, MWh

Total gen, %

Curtail, %

10.0
9.0
7.6
6.1
4.1
3.4
3.0
2.3
45.5

2824.3
2541.9
2146.5
1722.8
1158.0
960.3
847.3
649.6
12850.5

2819.7
2535.3
2139.6
1326.2
849.4
586.1
321.2
191.7
10769.1

4.6
6.6
6.9
396.6
308.6
374.2
526.1
457.9
2081.4

99.8
99.7
99.7
77.0
73.4
61.0
37.9
29.5
83.8

0.2
0.3
0.3
23.0
26.6
39.0
62.1
70.5
16.2

Rated capacity, MW

Available energy, MWh

Generated energy, MWh

Curtailed energy, MWh

Total gen, %

Curtail, %

10.0
9.0
7.6
6.1
4.1
3.4
3.0
2.3
45.5

2824.3
2541.9
2146.5
1722.8
1158.0
960.3
847.3
649.6
12850.5

2750.3
2431.9
2047.7
1440.4
973.4
704.5
430.2
290.6
11068.9

74.0
110.0
98.8
282.4
184.5
255.8
417.1
359.0
1781.6

97.4
95.7
95.4
83.6
84.1
73.4
50.8
44.7
86.1

2.6
4.3
4.6
16.4
15.9
26.6
49.2
55.3
13.9

Table 4 Summary of results (PF = 0.95 leading)
Generator
Gen A
Gen B
Gen C
Gen D
Gen E
Gen F
Gen G
Gen H
total

Table 5 Summary of results (0.98Lead ≤ PF ≤ 0.95Lag)
Generator
Gen A
Gen B
Gen C
Gen D
Gen E
Gen F
Gen G
Gen H
total

Rated capacity, MW

Available energy, MWh

Generated energy, MWh

Curtailed energy, MWh

Total gen, %

Curtail, %

10.0
9.0
7.6
6.1
4.1
3.4
3.0
2.3
45.5

2824.3
2541.9
2146.5
1722.8
1158.0
960.3
847.3
649.6
12850.5

2791.8
2508.9
2126.8
1324.5
842.7
706.7
447.7
283.7
11032.8

32.5
33.0
19.6
398.3
315.3
253.5
399.6
365.9
1817.8

98.8
98.7
99.1
76.9
72.8
73.6
52.8
43.7
85.9

1.2
1.3
0.9
23.1
27.2
26.4
47.2
56.3
14.1

Table 6 Summary of results (0.95Lead ≤ PF ≤ 0.95Lag)
Generator
Gen A
Gen B
Gen C
Gen D
Gen E
Gen F
Gen G
Gen H
total

Rated capacity, MW

Available energy, MWh

Generated energy, MWh

Curtailed energy, MWh

Total gen, %

Curtail, %

10.0
9.0
7.6
6.1
4.1
3.4
3.0
2.3
45.5

2824.3
2541.9
2146.5
1722.8
1158.0
960.3
847.3
649.6
12850.5

2774.2
2474.1
2094.4
1348.2
847.5
731.7
519.4
313.1
11102.6

50.1
67.7
52.1
374.7
310.5
228.5
327.9
336.5
1747.9

98.2
97.3
97.6
78.3
73.2
76.2
61.3
48.2
86.4

1.8
2.7
2.4
21.7
26.8
23.8
38.7
51.8
13.6

The total energy generated across the various control strategies is
shown in Fig. 4. It can be observed that; adopting a VPF control
mode with the DGs modelled to operate between 0.95 lead and
0.95 lag results in greater energy yields and an improved network
access for the remotely connected DGs.

5

Discussion

The investigated control strategies in this paper are benchmarked
with current DNO practice (unity PF) to quantify the beneﬁts and
drawbacks. In Fig. 4, it is seen that operating the generators at
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shows a comparison of the maximum voltage proﬁles recorded
drawn from a single time-step measurement during the optimisation. Here, it is seen that operating the DGs at VPF mode
between 0.95lead and 0.95lead effectively mitigates the voltage
rise problem with minimum points reaching the upper maximum
limit implying reduced frequencies in DG curtailments.
6

Conclusion

In this paper, a detailed case-study assessment of distribution VC
that fully utilises the reactive power capabilities of modern wind
generators have been presented. The results successfully reveal
that operating the wind generators within a ﬂexible reactive
power capability limit effectively mitigates the voltage rise
problem and maximises DG connection capacities, enhancing the
economic beneﬁt of wind integration in distribution networks.

Fig. 4 Total energy generation

7
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Fig. 5 Maximum voltage proﬁle

CPF control 0.95 lagging results in reduced energy yields by a total
of 139 MWh. Operating the DGs in strictly inductive mode inﬂuences the network voltage proﬁles (Fig. 5), thereby forcing the
OPF to reduce active generation to levels that maintain the constraint. On the contrary, this mode of operation has greater beneﬁts
of reducing excessive VAr imports from the grid as reactive
demands on the network are predominantly met by the DGs. In
the case of CPF control 0.95 leading, the total energy levels
increased by 160 MWh. However, DGs operating in strictly capacitive mode absorbs a great deal of reactive power from the network
to control their voltage. This poses negative loads on the network
and may require some form of agreement with the DNO to justify
this mode of operation. By adopting a VPF control approach, the
DGs enhance their scope for greater VC capabilities and allows
for a fair reactive power exchange with the network. At 0.98lead
and 0.95lag VPF modes, the energy levels have increased by a
total of 124 MWh. In the case of operating the DGs between
0.95lead and 0.95lag VPF modes, the results obtained showed the
most beneﬁt of greater energy yields with a total increase by
194 MWh when compared with the rest of the control strategies.
By allowing greater ﬂexibility of the generator’s P-Q capability
limit can result in improved performance of the DGs to effectively
mitigate the voltage rise problem and maximise their output. Fig. 5
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